Supporters
Disgusting - they are meant to protect animals, not kill them!
Ruhee Baltz, Surrey, United Kingdom

All animals have the right to live. please stop the killing of seals.
Stefan Gerreyn, Colombo, Sri Lanka

I'm signing this because I love animals, and I do not want animals hurt in any way.
Sarah Meenan, London, United Kingdom

More than a quarter of the seals killed along the nation's coastline last year were shot by
RSPCA-accredited fish farmers.
In Scotland alone, 205 seals are known to have been legally killed to protect stocks of salmon
and other fish.
Of those, 52 were shot by the animal welfare charity's Freedom Food initiative, which is
dedicated to improving conditions for farm animals. Many Scottish salmon producers work to
RSPCA standards. But that doesn't stop them being able to shoot seals. The organisation has
just re-written its welfare guidelines - but has resisted growing calls to ban the use of lethal
measures to protect fish stocks.

DIANE KASTEL, WHEATON, IL

Seals have the right to live - stop killing them and protect them instead!
Maggie Dunn, Sherborne, United Kingdom

Salmon farming should be done in close containment on land and not in the sea where it
destroys hge amounts of marine life
Peter Lloyd, Llanbrynmair, United Kingdom

This is utterly hipocritical. How on earth can the RSP of CRUELTY TO ANIMALS condone
intensive farming of salmon and the shooting of seals? It's insane.
Duncan Steedman, Broadford, United Kingdom

Stop Clubbing Seals And Let Them Live And Not Die Thank You Sherri Lawrence
Sherri Lawrence, Schenectady, NY

Shooting and maiming these seals just to maintain profits of a nasty, harmful and
environmentally damaging enterprise. if these farms continue to exist then they should use
humane, non-lethal measures to prevent seal incursions - created by the existence of these
farms in the first place. Very, very negative for the RSPCA.
David Grimsell, Lampeter, United Kingdom

Please join a protest outside the RSPCA's head office in Horsham, West Sussex, on 10
December. Details via http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2015/11/rspca-assured-sealkillers-.html
Don Staniford, Tofino, Canada

For a sustainable and safe production of salmon, shrimp and tuna in defence of
environmentally and socially responsible aquacultures.
Alexandre Gonzalez, London, United Kingdom

Seals survive on fish, we have other options.
Myrna Forrester, Aberdeen, United Kingdom

The 'stocks' of fish being protected are for human consumption. Humans have a good choice
of food whereas seals haven't.
Patricia Tricker, Bedale, United Kingdom

Without the fish the seals will starve, unlike the humans who do not need to eat fish but
because they like the taste & can make money from the sale of it they feel it is their right to
murder the seals. Shame on you all.
Lucy Irving, Devizes, United Kingdom

Killing wildlife to protect fish farming is absurd and immoral.
william Linn, S�o Paulo, Brazil

No one should be killing ANY seals. Leave them alone. We do not need to consume salmon
nor any other corpse of any animal. I am appalled at this barbarity. It sickens me.
Rachel Dunseith, Brandon, FL

Because in beautiful British Columbia's south coast I know of MANY FISHERMAN who
would rather kill a seal to get his fish than protect either species. Needs to stop!
Cindy Frewer, Victoria, Canada

RSPCA, stop sitting on the political fence and get back to your origins.
Suzette Burtenshaw, Wootton, United Kingdom

This is shameful.. No support coming your way till you address this issue !!!
Jan Groom, Wiltshire, United Kingdom

Stop this it is shameful. More British wildlife being culled for 'farming'.
Eleanor Stevens, Eastbourne, United Kingdom

The culling is unnecessary

Helen Wells, Tarland, United Kingdom

These poor beautiful creatures are being slaughtered. Stop the murder!
Emily Ashton, Manchester, United Kingdom

Hypocrisy is a bad thing and NGO animal groups need to stand up and be counted.
Peter Brown, topanga, CA

I stand against all cruelty to animals.
Paul Chandler, Exeter, United Kingdom

Open cage fish farms in the sea should never have been allowed in the first place. Get them
out of the water and into land-based systems and end the killing of seals, and the damage
being done to wild fish and other species.
Bruce Sandison, Tongue, United Kingdom

The RSPCA are supposed to protect animals from cruelty right? Or is it the Royal Society for
the Protection of Cunting Arseholes?
Tony Jenkins, London, United Kingdom

farms are not using anti predator nets. no attempt is made to identify which seal is attacking
farm, all and any seals are shot. there is no one onsite to independently monitor shooting.
there are no guarantees that all shot seals are reported. farms are placed near seal colonies,
any loses due to seals are the fault of the farms. farms close down and move out, all the
resident seals from that area shot and gone, leaving behind a destroyed natural environment.
They move to the new location and start shooting the seals there.
nigel smith, skye, United Kingdom

Shooting seals is wrong.

Annette Crowe, Poynton, United Kingdom

Is not right.
Rene Chaves, Charlotte, NC

I don't understand how a Society can claim to be preventing cruelty to animals while
supporting the killing of them so that humans can take their food.
Roberta Balfour, Malvern, United Kingdom

I hate killing
Jacqueline Foulis, Burray, United Kingdom

Plainly wrong-thinking here. Natural world MUST take precedence over farmed. SPCAs,
you'd think, would know this 'naturally.' Correction needed to policy.
Murray Munn, Whitehorse, Canada

Seals are very much an integral part of a healthy ecosystem. They are not cattle to be
slaughtered as such! They are important for the health and balances of the ocean. It seems
that by killing off seals, perhaps, and this is just my opinion, the plan you have is to poison
the ocean environment with poison farmed fish which would be a serious negative ocean and
coastal destruction, or perhaps oil drilling is your future. I hope you will make the best
decision, and discontinue to slaughter these seals.
Loretta Brail, Nikiski, AK

Stop murdering innocent seals, and GET the feedlots OUT of the ocean!
Laurie Watt, New Westminster, BC

I want the killing of scotch seals to stop
Faye Watson, Maple Ridge, Canada

The true price of salmon according to the RSPCA is a dead salmon
Ross Flett, Orkney, United Kingdom

We have to stop treating the oceans as farms. Our lives depend on living oceans, they create
food, and oxygen. Seals are part of the ocean - salmon farms are a scourge of coastal
ecosystems breaking all the natural laws for short-term gain for a few shareholders!
Alexandra Morton, Sointula, Canada

because we have no right to kill living creatures to protect putrid unnatural human created
CRAP
Evelyn Hunter, Youbou, BC, Canada

The RSPCA should be protecting seals ... simples .. not business profits ££££££££
Jackie Legg, Cheshire, United Kingdom

WTF ... Can't believe an organisation I've supported for more years than i care to remember is
part of the problem rather than the solution . What's the point of supporting your wildlife
rehabilitation centres nursing seals back to health if your going to endorse Scottish salmon
farmers shooting them
Phil Irving, Dereham, United Kingdom

disgraceful!!
Margaret Jones, Penygroes, United Kingdom

Sacrosanto! Povere creature!
Amelia Mari, Italy

The slaughter of innocent animals needs to STOP!!!!!!
Shelly Spaulding, Belle Fourche, SD

It is shameful that the RSPCA supports the killing of Scottish seals to placate fish farmers.
Clearly the RSPCA has no conscience when it comes to wildlife and not even a nodding
acquaintance with the important role seals play in the marine ecosystem. You must withdraw
your support immediately.
Bridget Curran, Halifax, NS, NS

Stop all killing of seals
Evelyn Keating, Westwego, LA

seals just like the fish are part of the food chain, and are as necessary as the fish for the
region. Besides, killing seals is extreme brutality and cruelty to animals.
Ronald Tounian, Tujunga, CA

Too much killing to satisfy man's greed.
Carol Huyser, Hudsonville, MI

It's the right thing to do.
Deb Addison, Thetford, United Kingdom

We are stewards of God's beautiful creation and should protect wildlife.
Catherine Emma Gibbons, Silsden, United Kingdom

These killings are totally unjustified. Please end the slaughter now.
Caroline Wells, Haywards Heath, United Kingdom

残り78人です！
1人の協力も大きいみんなで頑張ろう！！
尾美 翔, Japan

Save the seals!
Alison Barstow, Greater Manchester, United Kingdom

Stop the killings
Giovannina Mcgrath, Fredon Township, NJ

Every animal has the right to life.
nicola shepherd, Watford, United Kingdom

I'm signing because I believe all animals have rights - to life, happiness and live where they
wish, w/o human intervention.
kathryn Villavicencio, Delray Beach, FL

There is no need for this, it needs to stop now!
Steve Webb, my city, United Kingdom

Please end the killing of Scottish Seals. These sentient beings don't deserve to be brutally
killed. End the killing NOW!
Lin Kristian, Morton Grove, IL

let them live

june bullied, toronto, CA

Really humans should quit trying to manage wildlife through killing them, including these
seals...for millions of years by natural selection marine life has adapted to their environment.
The seals are able to catch the slower and least healthy or older fish best. They actually are
providing the perfect means of developing healthier fish stock...and healthy populations
increase chances of survival to make fish populations increase..the seals should not be shot
for eating fish. Historically there used to be higher numbers of seals and fish...let natural
selection play out and you get better stocks of fish in the future.
Joan Wilder, Crestline, CA

Protect these beautiful creatures. This is disgraceful.
Karrie Kalich, Keene, NH

I would like to enjoy salmon from the area waters surrounding the UK again. However, not
until the slaughter is stopped!
Gregory Hamilton, Fort Lauderdale, FL

I'm Signing Because I Care. !!!!!!!
Vivien Moorhouse, Walsall , West Midlands, United Kingdom

what is wrong with people? hunters are killers - they all have bloodlust and little brains and
most do not give a crap about conservation and rationalize their behavior with all sorts of BS.
If they cared then then money they make would go to real conservation. If they have such
blood lust why not go after poachers. Oh because they will actually shoot back and you might
get injured you self righteous small minded idiots.
Gina Mindock, Orange, CA

Killing defenseless animals is deplorable
Mark Padilla, Indio, CA

Please respect other beings, human is not above other beings.
Eko Adriani, Indonesia

This is inhumane and rather sick. When people do this, what else do they do. You have to be
a special kind of barbaric person, to shoot a seal.
Loree Mezzanatto, Indio, CA

RSPCA, how is killing our native wildlife for the sake of unnatural fish stocks serving your
purpose of preventing cruelty to animals?-This
Paula Andrews, Sutton-in-Ashfield, United Kingdom

seal hunting is absolutely barbaric and totally unnecessary
MacKenzie Kohlbeck, Pensacola, FL
I love seals (most aquatic mammals, actually) and believe they have a right to live in this
world just as much as we do. We are not gods; we love alongside many extraordinary
creatures that we share this world with.
Reem Kattan, Clearwater, Saudi Arabia

I value the lives of seals, and I won't support fish farming as long as these sadists are killing
seals or other "inconvenient" species.
Pamela Williams, Boise, ID

SIGNED TO STOP THIS MURDEROUS ACTIVITY BY FREEDOM FOOD !
rosemary rannes, Salem, NH

I was under the obviously misguided impression that the 'P' in their title stood for 'Prevention'
not 'Propagation'
Chris Hurst, Tamworth, United Kingdom

There is zero need for the killing of helpless seals!
bethany jarrett, Leeds, United Kingdom

Animals deserve a place on this as much as we do we are their voice
Jessica Deelstra, Australia

This is a barbaric and antiquated practice. There are other ways to deal with this.
Greg Duval, Courtice, Canada

This horror must be stopped!
Nicoletta Camodeca, Norwalk, CT

Killing for profit. Boycott all products from Scotland.
Viviana Garcia, Västervik, Sweden

Firmada. Ya basta de crueldad!!!!
Elena Lacasa Muñoz, Spain

The seals have the same right to life and to feed themselves as we do. Killing to protect profit
margins is unethical and in opposition to animal welfare.
joanne HENDERSON, France

seals should be left to live in the wild without being culled for eating farmed fish.
Karen Stritton, Ventnor, United Kingdom

GOD'S CREATURES NEED TO BE HONORED, LOVED AND PROTECTED.

Jill Michele Means-Carlson, Costa Mesa, CA

The RSPCA should be about protecting seals not killing them. But then there would be no
money in that.
Ian Cooke, Crewe, United Kingdom

ARRETEZ DE TUER LES PHOQUES / ECOSSE
Anne Marie BENECHET, France

Animal abuse should be treated seriously. Only people without
compassion would do this thing to another being.
Every countries/businesses in this world really need to start taking
animal abuses seriously.
Yan Ei Ra, Singapore, Singapore

We can buy food in the supermarket, seals can't!
didi magnin, bulle, Switzerland

I like this animals why doing this to tham
victoria howick, wiltshire, United Kingdom

seals dont need to die
Sarah Taylor, Falmouth, United Kingdom

Considering the RSPCA is England and Wales animal issues this should be an issue for
SSPCA. All the agencies should be working together for animals not against them and work
with the fisherman. It's like the farmers and Badgers all over again...Cruel!!!

Lynne MacGregor, Newtongrange, United Kingdom

Je suis pour la cause animale
Herdem PENINGUE, P, France

Because I care about the stewardship of this planet for our future generations.
Michael Hemphill, Drexel Hill, PA

Πρεπει να υπαρξει νομος που να απαγορευει τη δολοφονια αθωων και ανυπεράσπιστων
ζωων.
Ζωη Μπον, AΘHNA, Greece

There is never a good reason to destroy Scotland's iconic wildlife!
simone lovack, Portugal

I would rather see living seals, than eat farmed salmon. People need educating about farmed
salmon, and the effects of it on the wildlife.
Tracy Sanderson, Dovercourt, United Kingdom

This is one of the reasons why I stopped donating to the RSPCA
Stephen Dann, Ipswich, United Kingdom

The RSPCA has lost its credibility as well as its compassion. Shame on them!
Eleanor Skuse, Beaworthy, United Kingdom

Enough of animal charities supporting animal abuse

Barnara Pertin, London, United Kingdom

merci de laisser vivre les phoques!
Evelyne FLAMENT, renescure, France

The human being is a greedy bastard the seals have far more right to the fish than we have.

julia haines, prestatyn, United Kingdom

This is a barbaric practice.
lucy edwards, new quay, United Kingdom

Seals deserve the right to live, too!
KIMBER NORTON, Saint Paul, MN

The RSPCA should prevent cruelty to animals, not protect greedy humans' bottom lines.
Sally Osborne, Australia

This really is a bad decision and cannot imagine why the RSPCA would have taken it?
Jill Spicy, Lowestoft, United Kingdom

NO A LA MATANZA DE LAS FOCAS, FIRMA Y DEFIENDE LA VIDA DE ESTA
ESPECIE
alexi muriel Guevara Bravo, La libertad, Ecuador

Seals need to eat fish, we don't and shouldn't. All of the nutrients we need to thrive can be
obtained more healthfully, humanely, and environmentally responsibly from plant sources.
Wildlife should be protected, not persecuted.
Mary Finelli, Silver Spring, MD

We count on you to lead the way in fighting cruelty to animals. This is a violation of trust and that's the best thing I can say about it.
CINDY LESPERANCE, Charlotte, NC

it's the right thing to do

douglas drozda, Elkhorn, NE

Contra el maltrato animal
Roser Mansilla, Spain

STOP ANIMALS CRUELTY, PLEASE PROTECT ANIMALS
olivier WEINBISSINGER, France

RSPCA can do better as can the salmon industry
Mark Carter, Lochgilphead, United Kingdom

RSPCA must make sure that these hypocrites are reported and persecuted.
BRUNA ZULIAN, Italy

i am disgusted that the rspca support the slaughter of our beautiful wildlife i know the greed
of the farms makes it attractive to them but why do rspca support the killing???????
Marc Herridge, Orphir, United Kingdom

I don't ever give money to the SSPCA - they do very little to protect animals in reality. Prove
to me by doing this one thing, and maybe - just maybe - I'll donate.
Hazel Lewry, East Kilbride, United Kingdom

We have the problem here in Finland, too. Fishermen want to kill the seals, and overfish the
Gulf of Bothnia. That is not right. The seals have eaten the fish in their old feeding places for
thousands of years, and now humans are destroying the traditional feeding grounds. Humans
have no right to just kill the seals on that basis! They were there first, and if you ask me, i
would let them tear the fishnets to bits! Seals also eat the old, the sick and the ones that have
no immediate future in a school of fish. They have been and still are a very important
ecological and bionome factor in their home seas and lakes (like the Lake Saimaa here in
Finland, they are protected by law!). Seals used to be used as food and fir, but now the
killings aretargetting all seals without any real interest, and in the olden days people only
took from the nature what they needed, humans exploit everything, and blame seals for
stealing their fish, when it is really the other way round!
Isa Villanen, Oulu, Finland

Any animal should not be killed or miss treated.
Kimberley Darby, Kettering, United Kingdom

It's disgusting! Stop buying Scottish salmon until this is stopped!
Dawn Stemp, BRACKNELL, United Kingdom

Killing seals to support the Farmed Salmon industry is wrong on all counts. Its cruel to
farmed salmon and humans don't NEED to eat salmon to survive. Seals DO.
S HayShea, Kirkcaldy, United Kingdom

Again the rspca sspca etc doing terrible things for profit!
Julie meall, Rathen, United Kingdom

Tout animal mérite le respect.
clémentine SCHOTTE, montigny-les-cormeilles, France

I am an animal lover and care deeply about all species. This murdering intervention has to
stop. NOW!
Ian Deane, Pune, United Kingdom

Please STOP the killing! Animals are not here to be abused and killed for the sake of just
killing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BARBARA DAYMAN, Andrews Farm, SA

stop killing
Teodora Mihajlovic, Belgrade, Serbia

There is a lot of mis-information about this subject. We need to stop giving in to big
companies and enforce animal welfare policy
Hilary Mackay, Dingwall, United Kingdom

We need to learn how to live alongside wildlife - not simply destroy it when it gets in our
way.
Bronwen Jones, Birmingham, United Kingdom

People need to realize animals are living being. They are not here for us to abuse and kill just
for the sake of it. This needs to change stop killing animals and trees and stop taking land just
for profit
Natasha Howe, Australia

This doesn't make them cruelty free farmers!!

Karen Julier, Hatfield, United Kingdom

I know for a fact that many killings go unrecorded. Fish farmers should be compensated if
they can prove seals have caused damage.
George Brown, Inverness, United Kingdom

no to the killing,
donna adams, ipswich, United Kingdom

If you put a fish farm in the seals environment they are going to try to feed on them. It is the
responsibility of the fish farmers to make the pens that the fish are kept in, secure enough to
keep the seals out. If you put a chocolate factory in a childrens playground, would you
support killing the kids who tried to eat it?
Chris Fryatt, Wimborne Minster, United Kingdom

Please stop this. Your organisation is in place to "protect" animal's. Not help fund greedy
industries at the cost of animal's demise. Or are you corrupt too??
APRIL PAGE, Australia

The RSPCA should not be approving salmon from farms where wildlife is killed to protect an
animal intended for sale.
Deborah Hodgson, Carramar, Australia

This must stop now!!!!
Anthony Hebert, Salt Lake City, UT

RSPCA should not be giving these murderers their blessing
Steve Trewhella, Wareham, United Kingdom

La vida por encima de todo.
Rosario Calderon Alvarez, Zaragoza, Spain

Stop the killing
Kylie McDonald, Australia

End the killing,please.
Chen Lin, Changhua, Taiwan

This is disgusting to hear the RSPCA, and organisation that in its name states the intent to
prevent cruelty to animals is condoning this! It's completely hypocritical and horrifying!
Johanna Keim, Central District, Hong Kong SAR China

Live n let live.
wendy l williams, san rafael, CA

It's wrong - let them be - remind yourselves what the letters PCA stands for!!
Linda Kemp, PERTH, Australia

this is wrong and must stop!!!
Fern Bridget Bornholdt, Chino Hills, CA

Disgusted this is happening to supply the rich in restaurants in London. Farm salmon is not
natural. Seals have been living of them for years, stop killing them.!!!
De McMillan, Renfrewshire, United Kingdom

Stupid shit pisses me off
Linda Warren, Wilkes-Barre, PA

No faith in any of them now. They are all answerable to the bloody politicians.
Penny Mangold, Maidstone Kent, United Kingdom

We do not have the right to kill a native wild species which is just trying to live it's life,
especially for financial reasons
Brian Sandison, Fraserburgh, United Kingdom

Images that I have seen of these killings show that it is often not a clean shot and is clear that
a great deal of suffering occurs before death. To kill animals in this way is wrong. These fish
farms should not be accredited by any cruelty prevention association.
James McElroy, Balefast, United Kingdom

Seals are protected ! and we are in their space when we go into or put things in the sea not the
other way around so we should be looking after them instead of the pockets of businessmen!!
Eilidh Cruickshank, Hatton, United Kingdom

URGENT!!!!
Birgitt Böhm, Germany

It is outrageous and vile!
isa mayor, birkenhead, United Kingdom

Please stop the support of the killing of these beautiful creatures

Julie atherton, Bolton, United Kingdom

It's very important leave the animals don't destroy all the world. ..
Annie Vos, San Cristobal, Dominican Republic

Debe acabar la matanza indiscriminada de animales marinos, terrestres, de todos.
Yolanda Sierra, Mexico

Seals live on fish - it is absurd to shoot them. Why don't people stop breeding & therefore
needing to eat every other species to extinction.
Sandra Siebert, Australia

Esta estúpida y cruel matanza debe acabar ahora !!!
MARINA LARA, la paz, Bolivia

Stop the slaughter of these beautiful animals. It is inhumane , what right do we have.
Julie Bullen, Australia

I am disgusted that seals are being killed in Scotland to preserve fish stocks for human
beings! If the RSPCA don't act to stop it I will stop donating until they do!
Jane Hitchman, swansea, west Glamorgan, United Kingdom

Esto es lo peor y mas horrible que se puede ver en esta y sobretodo para los niños
caridad Cespedes conesa, Spain

I donate each month to STOP cruelty to animals

June Levitt, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom

Ludicrous ludicrous ludicrous! Rspca do what your supposed to do and PROTECT the
animals. It's their environment not ours.
Vicky Steed, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Protect what is left of our wild life. Stop the killing for commercial reasons. Disgrace
Jenny Hooper, Pinner, United Kingdom

RSPCA only exists because of the Government . They pay their boss more than Cameron. To
become a Royal charity you need Government approval. RSPCA support the seal culls
because the Government say so. The RSPCA cannot go against the Government they lose
their stay a and funding . They belong to the Government.
susan tidswell, bradford, United Kingdom

it is never OK to kill seals.
Helen Swan, Totnes, United Kingdom

OVER-FISHiING is the PROBLEM, NOT THE WILD ANIMALS feeding as they would iN
NATURE!? GREEDY-GREEDY-GREEDY HUMANs DON'T SHARE with the
ANiMALs…EVER!?! =P
MiSeRaBLe HUMANs NEED to be KiNDer & more GENEROUS to the other SPECies on
the Earth...
Will Kelly, Cold Spring Harbor, NY

Leave them alone...you could no rights to kill them...it is their Food too...
Kari-Mette Raanås, Oslo, Norway

Stop the killing & Rspca stop supporting the killers.

Virginia Jacques, Attleborough, United Kingdom

Protect our seals from this needless slaughter
Ross Flett, Orkney, United Kingdom

The seals a far more important than farmed fish, they deserve to be left alone in their own
Habbitat
James Sleep, London, United Kingdom

STOP ANIMAL CRUELTY NOW !!!
P. Mitschrick, Kerkrade, Netherlands

RSPCA the world is watching you. STOP killing Scottish seals.
Liz Tuddenham, Norwich, United Kingdom

Disgraceful behaviour by an organisation that millions of people rely on to maintain the
highest standards of animal welfare.
Blue Planet Society, Bournemouth, United Kingdom

Amo os animais e a natureza♡
Vanessa Barreto, São Paulo, Brazil

we have no right to kill to protect your profit
david sugg, Basildon, United Kingdom

Fencing is cheap.

Jeff Wilber, Mulberry, FL

There has to be a better way.

Katherine Wilkins, New Orleans, LA

The RSPCA are selectiive as to which animals they protect, I've become very disillusioned
with them lately!
Vanessa Lord, Hove, United Kingdom

WHY!!! XX
julie park, oakham, United Kingdom

Firmo!
bianca zen, Milan, Italy

You are supposed to protect all animals
Anne Eales, Chard, United Kingdom

Killing Seals is BS.
Frank Gagne, Kennebunk, ME

Seals are adorable
Abbie Dixon, Peterborough, United Kingdom

No more donations to the RSPCA until this is ended!!

Nick White, Barnstaple, United Kingdom

They are a species. Can't we leave them alone to live out their lives in Peace. Stop this
butchering!
Linda Leipziger, Saint Louis, MO

You cannot support the killings. The sea is THEIR home. I am disgusted with all the
organisations who support salmon farms. They are a blot on what should be a beautiful
landscape, infecting, killing & destroying the seas in & around Scotland. Factory farming of
this fish is NO different to chickens, calves, lambs. SO why are you supporting these filthy
places!!!!!!!?
jacqui jenner, suffolk, United Kingdom

This is a life and by no means this is about life and death solution
Kimberly Forssander, Malmö, Sweden

STOP KILLING
isabelle OBSCUR, toulon, France

Cruel barbaric
Rhian Parker, N Somerset, United Kingdom

The killing of seals must be opposed.
simon johnson, new malden, United Kingdom

UP YOUR GAMES..disgusting!!
Miss Stone, Glos., United Kingdom

The killing of wild animals for profit should not be allowed. RSPCA are a disgrace.
Victor Beattie, Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Leave the wild animals alone! Through barbaric actions like killing the Scottish Seals, we are
reaching a tipping point in this 6th mass extinction that we humans are responsible for.
Greer Haseman, Oak Park, IL

I care
D Vincent, Nutley, United Kingdom

The world is watching. Your support will dwindle. Stop this greed driven insanity.
Michael Eddy, Burlington, NC

No to farm fish as well
susan Trendle, Camden, United Kingdom

im signing because is a shame what they are doing to inoccent animals to have profits
joao capelo, Lisboa, Portugal

Why is profit ALWAYS put before animals? Shame on all those involved in these killings.
Jackie Underwood-Hall, London, United Kingdom

OMG ? SCOTLAND ???????? SLAUGHTERING SEALS ??????????????WHAT THE
FUCK !!!!!!!!!!
bellinda rolf-jansen, Oosterbeek, Netherlands

I am an expat Scot and i do not believe culling the seals will help protect salmon or other fish.
I think it is very cruel to destroy part of nature . Fishing is part of the food chain and if we kill
off the seals and kill the salmon ourselves it is just a malicious act. Nature gave the seals a
place to help keep the fish down, the seals have a right to eat as well as humans.
June Darling, Dunedin, New Zealand

These mammals should not be shot in the interest of protecting profits for businesses.
Especially when the business is being conducted in the seals natural environment.
Lee Watson, Peterhead, United Kingdom

The slaughter is pointless
James Godwin, London, United Kingdom

Seals should be allowed to occupy their natural habitat without interference
bernice cullimore, Grantham, United Kingdom

cruelty
Chris Bennett, Shoeburyness, United Kingdom

Please ss
sara burgess, Wolverhampton, United Kingdom

ARRETEZ DE TUER LES PHOQUES ! / ECOSSE
catherine CHENEVAL, LYON, France

How hypocritical can this organisation be! YOU who condemn cruelty to animals,
CONDONE this practice. Toally disgusted!!!!
Lyn Truskett, Australia

Stop the madness
Margaret Hester, Atlanta, GA

No wonder less and less people donate to you...you fail to protect animals and are actually
complicit in animal abuse
elizabeth green, Streetly, United Kingdom

We are suicidal when we kill Earth's strands in the web of all life. Only wild, native species,
like seals, are the salvation of planet Earth and every single lifeline mankind possesses for
life itself. Wild native species are scientifically, biodiversity and bio means, "life", the
species in the economy of life itself aboard Earth.
Teri Parsons, San Diego, CA

stop killing seals!!!!
jade lapierre, niagara falls, Canada

RSPCA: End your support for the killing of Scottish Seals.
lindia WARD, Alvin, TX

Gabriela
gabriela santillan, Junín, Argentina

No animal or mamiel should die or suffer at the hands of wealthy greedy Butt-holes that don't
or care about this world and the Creatures God died (was tortured for.) !
BETTY Paff, Indpls., IN

unsustainable
chris wright, perth, United Kingdom

This must stop!
Jaleen Tocco, Whitehouse, OH

How can an organisation like the RSPCA support such callous cruelty? Pups starving because
their parents have been shot, and for what ? Greedy salmon farmers. Please withdraw your
support or I shall withdraw my belief and support for the RSPCA
John Brownjohn, Netherbury, United Kingdom

Respect, love, humanity....an end to the arrogant, evil abuse by man'kind'
lisa radord, edinburgh, United Kingdom

No animal should be killed for human gains.
Annesa williams, Pomona, CA

Action must be taken in full not in a partial way!
Lory Anello, Union, NJ

We cannot allow the diminishing wildlife of our Country to be killed for purely commercial
reasons.
Tony Beer, Northam, United Kingdom

Our creature would not approve of our behavior.....we need to do bettet
Denise Bomer, Sylvania, OH

Not in my name!
Jeanette Appleton-Maxwell, Cork, Ireland

This barbaric, STUPID, routine HAS TO STOP!!!!!!!!
a c, Ringwood, NJ

This is s barbaric practice and must stop!
Julia Smith, San Jose, CA

Stop killing our native wildlife !! Let them live !!
SUSAN THOMAS, carmarthen, United Kingdom

The time to address savagery is now. We cannot allow the world to succumb to its basest
instincts. We must take a step back and connect with suffering. We are headed toward dark
times if we do not start to feel compassion and change our priorities.
Jen Price, Wheeling, IL

VEGANism is the Logical and Moral response.
Jean Clelland-Morin, San Antonio, TX

Bitte die Petition unterschreiben und teilen Danke
Ingeborg Glados-Kremer, Essen, Germany

Stop the killing of these beautiful seals
jean aiello, Warren, MI

X e ok
lea brighi, Italy

Ce sont des êtres sensibles doté d'intelligence.
Sébastien Lamy, Boisbriand, Canada

Over-fishing is what is causing this. These seals have just as much right to be here as every
other species. Please look for other means. Do not kill these beautiful creatures. I love them.
Michelle Mason, Penrose, CO

DISGUSTING!!.....I won't be giving money to you to murder innocent animals WITH!!!!!
sharon goldberg, somerset, IA

Please sign share and tweet x
Charmaine Scammell, Gillingham, United Kingdom

Please sign & Share
Dale Freese, Owosso, MI

To STOP animal cruelty!
DONNA ALVINO, Totowa, NJ

what about there rights
carol bowers, dartmouth, NS

Disgraceful. This support for the culling of seals is entirely unacceptable. End this now!
Sonia Bryan, London, United Kingdom

Seals have a right to eat fish too.
Victoria Hammami, Thornton Heath, United Kingdom

They have rights
Lottie Ashley-Carter, Goring Heath, United Kingdom

